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ABSTRACT
Planetary atmospheres are subject to mass loss through a variety of mechanisms in-
cluding irradiation by XUV photons from their host star. Here we explore the conse-
quences of XUV irradiation by supermassive black holes as they grow by the accretion
of gas in galactic nuclei. Based on the mass distribution of stars in galactic bulges and
disks and the luminosity history of individual black holes, we estimate the probability
distribution function of XUV fluences as a function of galaxy halo mass, redshift, and
stellar component. We find that about 50% of all planets in the universe may lose
the equivalent of a Martian atmosphere, 10% may lose an Earth’s atmosphere, and
0.2% may lose the mass of Earth’s oceans. The fractions are appreciably higher in
the spheroidal components of galaxies, and depend strongly on galaxy mass, but only
weakly on redshift.
1 INTRODUCTION
The recent discoveries of the TRAPPIST1 planetary system
(Gillon et al. 2017), LHS 1140b (Dittmann et al. 2017), and
Proxima Centauri b (Anglada-Escude´ et al. 2016), each with
planets in the putative habitable zone of their low-mass host
stars, has generated intense interest in the susceptibility of
their atmospheres to erosion and more generally the via-
bility of life on their surfaces (Ribas et al. 2016; Garraffo
et al. 2016; Airapetian et al. 2017; Dong et al. 2017; Ranjan
et al. 2017). Despite their low masses, M-dwarfs are capable
of generating substantial high-energy radiation through fre-
quent flares (e.g. Barnes et al. 2016; Meadows et al. 2016;
Davenport et al. 2016; Vida et al. 2017; Ribas et al. 2017;
Miles & Shkolnik 2017). The large flux of high-energy radi-
ation to which the close-in planets are subjected is capable
of ionizing their upper atmospheres and driving hydrody-
namic winds, the same mechanism responsible for occasion-
ally dramatic mass loss among hot Jupiters (Murray-Clay
et al. 2009).
A given planet may be subject to sources of high energy
radiation besides its host star. There are many such sources
in the universe, but we will argue that the most important,
aside from the host star of the planet, is radiation from
the growth of supermassive black holes in galactic nuclei. In
their most extreme phase of growth, when the black hole
is potentially visible as a quasar, we will argue that the
radiation from the black hole is sufficient to substantially
affect planets on scales comparable to the entire galaxy.
In this paper we will apply results from the study of stel-
lar XUV radiation on planetary atmospheres to the problem
of quasars illuminating the same atmospheres. This will re-
sult in a straightforward relationship between the planet’s
distance from the center of the galaxy, the mass of the super-
massive black hole at the galaxy’s center, and the mass lost
by the planet’s atmosphere. Based on this relationship, we
can estimate the probability distribution function of mass
loss, i.e. the probability a random planet in the universe
will be subject to a given amount of mass loss, as a func-
tion of redshift, mass, and the stellar component in which
the planet’s host star resides. We will estimate the effect in-
troduced by the fact that many stars in the universe have
non-circular orbits, and hence will occasionally pass much
closer to the central SMBH. Finally, we discuss the implica-
tions for habitability - on Earth, and in galaxies in general.
2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN XUV
FLUX FROM BLACK HOLES AND MASS
LOSS FROM PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Planetary atmospheres subjected to the high-energy radi-
ation of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) may experience a
number of effects harmful to life on the planet. The primary
effect we consider here is the loss of substantial mass from
the atmosphere due to heating by photons near or exceeding
the ionization potential of hydrogen.
In principle the mass loss from planetary atmospheres
can be quite complicated and difficult to predict. In the so-
lar system, the Earth loses mass via Jeans mass loss, namely
the loss of individual particles on the high-velocity tail of the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, while Mars has lost much
of its atmosphere to the solar wind via sputtering as a re-
sult of a minimal protective magnetic field and low surface
gravity (Jakosky et al. 2017). In addition to mass lost one
particle at a time by these methods, planets subject to heavy
irradiation from high-energy photons can experience hydro-
dynamic winds, wherein the upper atmosphere is heated and
flows outward in the fluid regime (e.g. Lammer et al. 2003;
Erkaev et al. 2007; Murray-Clay et al. 2009; Lopez et al.
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2012; Owen & Jackson 2012; Owen & Alvarez 2016; Chen &
Rogers 2016; Zahnle & Catling 2017).
As is standard in the literature, we parameterize the
mass loss by the incident flux of XUV radiation (meaning
radiation with energies encompassing extreme ultraviolet ra-
diation starting at 10 eV up to and including soft X-rays),
M˙ = 
FXUVpiR
2
p
GMp/Rp
(1)
Here FXUV is the XUV flux, and Rp and Mp are the plaent’s
radius and mass respectively. Physically, this equation as-
sumes that some fraction  of the incident power available
to heat the atmosphere, piR2pFXUV, is used in driving the
atmosphere out of the planet’s gravitational potential. Cru-
cially M˙ depends on the planet’s properties (excluding com-
position and other higher-order complications) only via the
bulk density ρp ∝ Mp/R3p, which does not vary immensely,
particularly for rocky planets of the most interest for habit-
ability.
The value of  can be estimated theoretically (Murray-
Clay et al. 2009; Owen & Alvarez 2016) to be of order 10%
over a wide range of fluxes (Bolmont et al. 2017). Below
a critical value of ∼ 0.1 erg s−1cm−2, the flux is insuffi-
cient to drive a hydrodynamic wind and  falls precipitously.
Above about 1000 erg s−1cm−2,  begins to fall slowly as the
outflow solution begins to lose substantial energy to radia-
tive cooling. In this regime M˙ ∝ F 1/2XUV (Murray-Clay et al.
2009). The Appendix discusses an example where the out-
flow is subject to high radiative losses, namely planets in the
habitable zone around host objects with high XUV luminosi-
ties. In the regime where  ≈ 10% ≈ const., one only needs
a timescale over which a given XUV flux acts to estimate
the total mass lost by hydrodynamic winds.
The total mass lost due to hydrodynamical winds in
the regime where  ≈ const is simply the time integral of
equation (1),
Mlost ≈ 3(4piGρP )−1
∫
FXdt (2)
where the integral is evaluated from the time a planet devel-
ops a steady atmosphere to the epoch under consideration.
We have assumed that the planet’s properties are roughly
constant in time. This may not be true in the early stages
of planetary evolution, as even terrestrial planets may re-
tain substantial gas accreted directly from the protoplan-
etary disk. However, we expect that for planets that may
host life, the properties of the planet itself should change
relatively little over long time periods.
Equation (2) implies that the critical remaining un-
known quantity is the fluence, ΨX ≡
∫
FXdt, integrated
over the relevant timescale. In order to proceed, one path is
to specify a source luminosity LX and lifetime t0, which
translates into a fluence given a distance r, i.e. ΨX =
t0LX/(4pir
2). In the case of a supermassive black hole, we
take LX = ηXηEddLEdd, where ηX is the fraction of the spec-
trum of sufficiently high energy to aid in driving hydrody-
namic winds, ηEdd is the Eddington ratio, namely the ratio
of the bolometric luminosity to the Eddington luminosity,
and LEdd ≈ 1.3× 1038(MBH/M) erg s−1 is the Eddington
luminosity itself for a black hole of mass MBH.
The value of t0 has been extensively studied over many
decades as the quasar duty cycle or lifetime. It can be es-
timated by matching the present-day mass function of su-
permassive black holes to the luminosity function of quasars
at higher redshift (Richstone et al. 1998; Haehnelt et al.
1998; Salucci et al. 1999; Wyithe & Loeb 2002; Aird et al.
2017) the clustering properties of quasars (Martini & Wein-
berg 2001), or via hydrodynamic simulations (Hopkins et al.
2005). These models are generally consistent with a picture
in which the black hole radiates at or near the Eddington
luminosity during the quasar phase for a time of order the
Salpeter time, i.e. the mass-independent time it takes to dou-
ble the black hole’s mass during Eddington-limited accretion
with radiative efficiency BH ∼ 10%, roughly t0 = 40 Myr.
In this case, ΨX = t0ηXLedd/(4pir
2).
At the same time, we note that the current mass of the
black hole may be written directly in terms of the fluence as
follows.
MBH =
∫
(1− BH)LBH
BHc2
dt =
4pir2
c2
∫
(1− BH)FX
BHηX
dt
(3)
The remaining fraction, 1 − BH, of this energy is gained
by the black hole thereby increasing its mass. Canonically
BH ∼ 0.1. If we assume that both BH and ηX are constant
over the lifetime of the black hole, we can rearrange the
previous equation to obtain
ΨX ≈ BH
1− BH
ηXMBHc
2
4pir2
(4)
So long as ηX and BH are roughly constant, this expres-
sion will hold regardless of the growth history of the black
hole. This is a nice feature when compared to our previous
estimate of ΨX , which requires explicitly assuming that the
black hole accretes at the Eddington-limited rate for a fixed
time t0. However, the two estimates are quite closely related,
since some methods for estimating t0 rely on equation (3).
Moreover, the two estimates depend on r, MBH, and ηX in
exactly the same way, so we can find a t0 for which the two
are identical for any given value of BH. For the canonical
value of BH = 0.1, the fluences are equal when t0 = 50 Myr,
remarkably close to our fiducial choice above.
Because these estimates are so congruous, for conve-
nience and definitiveness we will adopt t0 = 40 Myr. This
will allow us to make a more sophisticated estimate of ηX ,
since we will know in what state the black hole is accret-
ing. This will also allow us to easily check which fluences
correspond to fluxes above or below the critical values for
 discussed above. A corollary is that fluxes, fluences, and
total mass lost are directly proportional to each other over
several orders of magnitude in each.
In Table 1, we list various masses whose loss may be
important for a planet’s habitability, and the corresponding
high-energy fluences and fluxes that would be required to
remove that much mass assuming ΨX = FXt0. One can also
go in the other direction, starting with a known flux, such
as the high-energy flux at Proxima Centauri (Ribas et al.
2017), or the current high energy flux at the earth from the
sun (Ribas et al. 2005), or from Sgr A* at Eddington lumi-
nosity. To translate between fluxes and fluences, we usually
assume our fiducial value of t0 = 40 Myr, but for cases in
the table where the high-energy flux originates from a star,
we adopt a substantially longer timescale of 5 Gyr to re-
flect the fact that the planets in question have experienced
that flux for a much longer period of time. For the purposes
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of these simple estimates, we neglect the fact that younger
stars have substantially higher fractions of their luminosity
emitted in the XUV (Ribas et al. 2005) – for the sun this
increases the XUV fluence by about an order of magnitude
(Zahnle & Catling 2017). Values for the current XUV fluxes
at the Earth from the Sun, and at Proxima b from Proxima
Centauri are taken from Ribas et al. (2005) and Ribas et al.
(2017) respectively.
We shall use the first three entries in the Table as ref-
erences in the figures throughout the rest of the paper. In
addition to being a useful reference, this Table also immedi-
ately raises an important issue. The current mass loss rate
from the Earth’s atmosphere is a factor of 300 lower than
predicted by Equation (1), despite the fact that the current
XUV flux at the Earth is well within the range for which Bol-
mont et al. (2017) predict that  ∼ 0.1. This is understood to
be a feature of the current structure of Earth’s atmosphere,
wherein hydrogen and helium only escape by diffusion. With
warmer, still formally habitable, surface temperatures, sub-
stantially more water vapor could make it to the upper at-
mosphere where it would be subject to photodissociation
and the loss of hydrogen (Kasting et al. 2015). This dis-
crepancy emphasizes the importance of other factors in the
structure of the atmosphere which we do not consider. It is
therefore prudent to expect that our results will only hold
for the subset of planetary atmospheres to which Equation
(1) applies.
3 THE DISTRIBUTION OF XUV FLUENCES
FROM AGN
In the previous section we showed that the mass lost
from a given planet’s atmosphere satisfies Mlost ∝ ΨX =
t0ηXηEddLEdd/(4pir
2), where t0, ηX , and ηEdd can each be
estimated. This relation can be re-arranged to obtain the
three-dimensional distance r between the planet and the
black hole at which the planet is subject to a given fluence
for a particular choice of EX ≡ t0ηXηEddLEdd. Scaling to
relevant physical values,
r = 1.8 kpc
(
MBH
109M
)1/2(
ΨX
1017erg cm−2
)−1/2
(5)
Clearly this set of values suggests that this effect can be
important, at least in the cores of galaxies.
As a first estimate of how relevant this effect is, we
adapt a plot from Brodie et al. (2011), namely masses of
spherical stellar systems plotted against their effective radii.
Lines of constant ΨX are superimposed, suggesting which
systems will contain large fractions of planets strongly ef-
fected by XUV radiation from their supermassive black hole.
Figure 1 shows the result, where a few systems of known
black hole mass and half light radii are highlighted in color.
The smaller background points show a large compilation of
data spanning globular clusters to elliptical galaxies1 (in-
cluding data from Barmby et al. 2007; Chilingarian et al.
2009; Harris 2010; Brodie et al. 2011; Strader et al. 2011;
Misgeld & Hilker 2011; McConnachie 2012; Usher et al. 2013;
1 http://sages.ucolick.org/spectral_database.html re-
trieved May 10, 2017
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Figure 1. Black hole mass vs. stellar half-light radius for
spheroidal stellar systems. Black points are drawn from the
SAGES database of half-light radius vs V-band luminosity, and
translated into a black hole mass assuming the correlation from
Ha¨ring & Rix (2004), and so should be interpreted with caution
especially below MBH ∼ 107M. Colored points show individual
systems where the black hole mass is known, and the diagonal
dashed lines show the radii at which different XUV fluences would
be experienced.
Jennings et al. 2014, and many others), where their known
V-band luminosities have been translated into black hole
masses by assuming that the correlation between spheroid
luminosity and black hole mass (here we use Ha¨ring & Rix
2004) established at high masses extends to arbitrarily small
masses. This is a highly speculative assumption (see e.g. Ko-
rmendy & Ho 2013; Graham & Scott 2015; Pihajoki 2017,
for steeper versions of this relation).
We highlight a few systems in Figure 1 that do not re-
quire translation through this empirical correlation because
their black hole masses are estimated based on direct model-
ing of the system in question. For the Milky Way, we assume
a half mass radius of 0.75 kpc for the bulge (e.g. Li 2016),
and a black hole mass of 4×106M (e.g. Boehle et al. 2016).
For M87, we take the black hole mass from Walsh et al.
(2013) and the effective radius from Agnello et al. (2014).
We also plot the recently-reported intermediate mass black
hole from in 47 Tuc Kızıltan et al. (2017) and two black
holes in the ultra-compact dwarf galaxies reported in Ahn
et al. (2017).
Based purely on Figure 1, focusing largely on the regime
MBH>∼ 106M where the relationship between luminosity
and black hole mass is reasonably well-callibrated, we can
already see a few important results. The half-mass radii of
these stellar systems are generally large enough that many of
the planets they presumably contain will be subject to only
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Examples of fluxes, fluences, mass loss rates, and accumulated mass lost. In the top half of the Table, we use a timescale
appropriate for the growth of supermassive black holes (40 Myr), while for the bottom half we use a timescale appropriate for planets
around older stars (5 Gyr). Bold entries indicate the starting point from which the other three entries are derived for a given row.
log10 FXUV
(
erg
s cm2
)
log10 ΨX
(
erg
cm2
)
log10 M˙loss
( g
s
)
log10Mlost (g)
Earth’s Oceans 3.7 18.8 9.0 24.15
Earth’s Atmosphere 1.3 16.4 6.6 21.7
Mars’s Atmosphere -1.0 14.1 4.3 19.4
Flux at Earth from Sgr A* if ηX = 0.1 -2.18 12.9 - -
Current XUV Flux at Proxima b 2.47 19.7 7.8 25.0
Current XUV Flux at Earth 0.67 17.9 6.0 23.2
Current Earth Mass Loss Rate -1.8 15.4 3.5 20.7
moderate quantities of XUV fluence – enough to damage
the present-day atmosphere of Mars, but not much more.
There are several interesting outliers, namely M87, and the
ultra-compact dwarfs. These are each peculiar systems in
their own way, respectively one of the most massive galax-
ies in the local universe, and galaxies with remarkably small
radii. This suggests that regardless of the fate of the typical
planet in the universe, there will be some unlucky enough
to reside in unusual galaxies such as these. Globular clus-
ters also stray towards the log10 ΨX = 17 line, suggesting
that globular clusters may be less hospitable to life than the
typical star. Of course it is not clear that any of them ac-
tually contain the intermediate mass black holes suggested
by the extrapolation, but interestingly the reported result of
Kızıltan et al. (2017) is very much in line with the extrapo-
lation.
Figure 1 is a simple first look at how planets in nearby
stellar systems might fare under the influence of XUV radia-
tion from their black holes. To take it a step further, we will
model the full stellar distributions (rather than simply look-
ing at half-light radii), in order to compute the probability
density that a random planet at a particular epoch in the
universe will be subject to a fluence ΨX . The first step is to
compute the distribution dP/d log10 ΨX for a single stellar
component. With these distributions, we can then construct
the full distribution of expected fluences for a random planet
in the universe (as opposed to a random planet in a given
stellar system) by summing up the individual distributions
with appropriate weights.
The fluence distribution for a given stellar system is
straightforward to compute. Given that there is a relatively
simple relationship between r and ΨX , namely Equation (5),
we can change variables so that
dM∗
dΨX
=
dM∗
dr
∣∣∣∣ drdΨX
∣∣∣∣ (6)
where M∗ is the cumulative mass in stars, either exposed
to a given ΨX or within radius r. The radial mass dis-
tribution dM∗/dr has a number of well-known forms, and
dr/dΨX follows immediately from equation (5). We should
note that in every plot in this paper, we are actually show-
ing either dM∗/d log10 ΨX = ln(10)ΨXdM∗/dΨX , or the
probability density per log10 ΨX , namely dP/d log10 ΨX =
(1/Mtot)dM∗/d log10 ΨX , since the x-axis of each plot will
be logarithmically scaled. Here Mtot is the total stellar mass
in a given system.
For a thin axisymmetric disk with surface density Σ,
we have dM∗/dr = 2pirΣ, while for a spherical distribution
with density ρ, dM∗/dr = 4pir2ρ. A standard choice for Σ is
the Sersic density profile (Se´rsic 1963),
Σ = Σ0 exp
(
−b(r/rE)1/n
)
(7)
where Σ0 is a normalization constant, r is the distance from
the center of the galaxy, rE is the radius containing half the
mass, n is the Sersic index, and b is a function of n set such
that rE does in fact contain half the mass. Plugging this
profile into equation (6) and adding the appropriate factors
to change variables to log-scale, we find
dP
d log10 ΨX
=
ln(10)
Γ(2n)
EXb
2n
8pir2EnΨX
exp
(
−b
(
EX
4pir2EΨX
)1/2n)
(8)
Here Γ(x) =
∫∞
0
tx−1e−tdt is the gamma function. This
equation is quite straightforward to evaluate, and essen-
tially reduces to a power law with an exponential cutoff in
the quantity (EX/r
2
EΨX)
(1/2n). This immediately says that
changes in EX and r
2
E affect the distribution in the same
way but with opposite sign – increasing EX or decreasing
r2E shift the distribution to higher ΨX . Increasing n, mean-
while, increases the width of the distribution. Each of these
effects is shown in turn in Figure 2.
Figure 2 also shows the difference between the infinitely
thin Sersic profile with n = 4, and the three-dimensional
Hernquist (1990) profile, which when viewed in projection
yields an excellent approximation to the n = 4 Sersic pro-
file. Since the two profiles are nearly the same in projection,
clearly each particle in the 3D distribution will be strictly
farther away from the center than the corresponding parti-
cle in the flattened distribution. It is therefore unsurprising
that the flat distribution extends to higher ΨX , while the
3D distribution contains contributions at much lower ΨX .
Following the same procedure as for the Sersic profile, but
with dM∗/dr = 4pir2ρ, and ρ = Mtota/(2pir(r + a)3), we
find that the fluence distribution is
dP
d log10 ΨX
=
ln(10)EX/(4piΨXa
2)
(
√
EX/(4pia2ΨX) + 1)3
(9)
Here a is the characteristic scale of the potential-density
pair, which is related to the effective radius (i.e. the pro-
jected half-mass radius) via rE ≈ 1.8153a (Hernquist 1990).
Just as in equation (8), the dimensionless quantity determin-
ing the shape of the distribution is EX/(4pir
2
EΨX), which is
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. The atmospheric mass loss distribution for different radial profiles of stars in their host galaxies. The vertical lines show
reference values of the mass lost from the planet’s atmosphere, Mlost or equivalently the XUV fluence ΨX , corresponding to the masses
of the Martian atmosphere, Earth’s atmosphere, and the mass in Earth’s oceans (red, light blue, and dark blue respectively). Each
panel shows the fluence probability distribution function (PDF) varying one parameter at a time, and keeping the others fixed at
MBH = 10
7M, a Sersic index n = 1, or an effective radius rE = 3 kpc. In the bottom right panel, we compare a razor-thin n = 4
distribution to a more realistic Hernquist distribution.
the ratio of the fluence in question ΨX to the fluence at the
half-mass radius rE .
While these distributions show the fluence expected for
a single component of a single galaxy, a random planet in
the universe will be located in a multi-component galaxy
with a distribution of values of rE , n and EX . To estimate
the fluence distribution for all planets, we proceed via the
Monte Carlo method in the spirit of Guillochon & Loeb
(2015), namely drawing values of each of these quantities
from an appropriate distribution and summing the results.
Explicitly, we proceed using the following notation: Mh
is the mass of the dark matter halo, M∗ is the stellar mass,
Mb is the bulge mass, Md is the disk mass, SF is either
true or false, true meaning that the galaxy is star-forming
and false meaning that the galaxy is quenched, the bulge
to total ratio is BT = Mb/(Mb + Md), and rE,d and rE,b
are the effective radii of the disk and bulge respectively. Our
calculation proceeds as follows:
(i) Set up a grid of halo masses, equally spaced in
log10Mh with spacing ∆ log10Mh. For each Mh...
(ii) Record the density of halos per dex in halo mass,
φ10(Mh)
(iii) Draw from the conditional probability distribution
p(M∗|Mh, z)
(iv) Draw from P (SF |M∗, z)
(v) Draw from p(BT |M∗, SF ), implying Md and Mb.
(vi) Draw from p(MBH|Mb), implying EX .
(vii) Draw from p(rE,d|Md, SF, z)
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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(viii) Draw from p(rE,b|Mb, SF, z)
(ix) Use Equations (8) and (9) to compute dP/d log10 Ψ
for both the disk and bulge component respectively.
Each of these distributions is then summed up with the ap-
propriate weight to yield the density of stellar mass in the
universe subject to a given fluence, dρ∗/d log10 Ψ, which has
units of solar masses per cubic Mpc per dex in fluence,
dρ∗
d log10 Ψ
≈
∑
i
[
φ10(Mh,i)∆ log10Mh × (10)(
Md
dP
d log10 Ψ
∣∣∣
d
+Mb
dP
d log10 Ψ
∣∣∣
b
)]
This quantity is proportional to the number of planets per
volume in the universe per dex in fluence, assuming that
planet formation has no dependence on additional parame-
ters. The validity of this assumption and the consequences
of relaxing it will be discussed in section 5.
In order to proceed, we need to specify the various prob-
ability density functions in the list above. For the most part
these will be normal distributions in the logarithm of the
variables, reflecting the fact that observationally many of
these relations are consistent with having a fixed lognormal
scatter.
First, we have the halo mass function φ10(Mh),
where the subscript is a reminder that this quantity is
dN/d log10Mh, not dN/dMh. For these we use the online
tool HMFcalc (Murray et al. 2013) with the default set-
tings, namely a Planck-SMT cosmology (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2016) cosmology and a Sheth et al. (2001) fitting
function, but we expand the tabulated range of masses to
108 to 1017M/h, decrease the tabulated mass intervals, and
obtain values at redshifts between z = 0 and z = 10 in steps
of ∆z = 1. The value of the mass function here simply serves
as a weight in the sum given by equation (10).
For the distribution of stellar masses given a halo mass,
p(M∗|Mh), we employ the redshift-dependent relation from
Moster et al. (2013), with a log-normal scatter of 0.15dex in-
dependent of Mh or z. The scatter in this relation has been
constrained with a variety of techniques at z = 0 (Red-
dick et al. 2013; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015), but its redshift
evolution is not well-constrained. The relationship between
scatter and the low-mass slope of the stellar mass halo mass
relation is also degenerate - that is, the data are consis-
tent with a family of solutions where the slope and scatter
are increased simultaneously (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017).
However, as we will see, the low-mass end of the relation is
not incredibly important to our final result.
Next, we draw a random number to determine if the
galaxy is star-forming or quenched. To do so we employ the
stellar mass function fits provided by Leja et al. (2015). In
particular the stellar mass function is split into star-forming
and quenched galaxies, so the probability that a galaxy is
star-forming or quenched as a function of stellar mass is just
PSF = φSF (M∗)/(φSF (M∗) + φquenched(M∗)).
Once the star-forming status of the galaxy is known,
we can draw from the observed relationship between bulge
mass and stellar mass from Lang et al. (2014), which shows
little dependence on redshift. For star-forming galaxies,
BT ∼
N0.01−0.99
(
0.2 + 0.2 log10
(
M∗
1010M
)
, 0.33
)
if SF
N0.01−0.99
(
0.55 + 0.1 log10
(
M∗
1010M
)
, 0.33
)
if not SF,
(11)
meaning that BT is drawn from a clipped normal distribu-
tion, which is a normal distribution with the mean given by
the first argument and standard deviation given by the sec-
ond. The allowed range is given by the subscript, and if a
value is drawn outside the allowed range, it is replaced with
the appropriate bound, e.g. BT = 0.01 if the draw from the
normal distribution is below 0.01.
With the mass partitioned, we rely on the observed cor-
relation between bulge mass and black hole mass. In partic-
ular we adopt the relation reported in McConnell & Ma
(2013), namely
log10MBH ∼ N (8.46 + 1.05 log10
(
Mb
1011M
)
, 0.34) (12)
where N with no subscript denotes a normal distribution,
meaning that MBH itself is drawn from a log-normal dis-
tribution. Note that the scatter in the relation is quite un-
certain, with values quoted between 0.2 and 0.6 depending
on the statistical method, and with some indication that
the scatter is larger at smaller masses. With the mass of
the black hole, we can now estimate EX = t0ηXηEddLEdd.
As discussed in the previous section, we take t0 = 40 Myr,
ηEdd = 1, and LEdd = 1.3×1038(MBH/M) erg s−1. For ηX ,
rather than assuming a constant value, we adopt a model for
the spectrum of AGN from Thomas et al. (2016), assuming
in their model that the proportion of flux in a non-thermal
component is pNT = 0.1, the photon power-las index of the
non-thermal emission is Γ = 1.8, and the coronal radius in
units of gravitational radii is log10 rcor = 1.5.
The final ingredients entering our model for the cos-
mological fluence distribution are the effective radii of each
component. Once again we rely on the results of Lang et al.
(2014)
log10 rE,b ∼
N
(
−0.097 + 0.097 log10
(
M∗
1010M
)
, 0.38
)
if SF
N
(
−0.35 + 0.25 log10
(
M∗
1010M
)
, 0.38
)
not if SF
(13)
for the spheroidal component, or
log10 rE,d ∼
N
(
0.48 + 0.125 log10
(
M∗
1010M
)
, 0.378
)
if SF
N
(
0.28 + 0.42 log10
(
M∗
1010M
)
, 0.4
)
if not SF
(14)
for the disk. The medians of all four of these distributions
are assumed to evolve as rE ∝ (1 + z)−1 (van der Wel et al.
2014; Allen et al. 2017), where equations (13) and (14) are
evaluated at z = 1.
We carry out this procedure in a number of halo mass
ranges, drawing 30,000 samples in evenly spaced intervals
of log10Mh. The results are presented in Figure 3, which
shows dρ∗/d log10 ΨX . As in Figure 2, we include three ver-
tical reference lines corresponding to some relevant masses
from our solar system, namely the current mass of the Mar-
tian atmosphere, the current mass of Earth’s atmosphere,
and the current mass of Earth’s oceans. We show lines for
z = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 with increasingly redder lines, and we
also separate out the spheroidal components. As the redshift
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. The atmospheric mass loss distribution for all galaxies from z = 0 to z = 10. Here we show the result of Equation (10),
summing over all halo masses between 108.5 and 1014.9M. Each redder line shows the result for a higher redshift, while the dashed
lines show the contribution of the spheroidal components alone at that redshift. As in Figure 2, vertical lines show reference values of
mass lost corresponding to the Martian atmosphere, Earth’s atmosphere, and the mass in Earth’s oceans.
decreases, dρ∗/d log10 ΨX generally increases at all values
of ΨX as the mass of stars in the universe increases. The
contribution to the high-fluence end of the distribution is
dominated by spheroids, and non-negligible parts of the dis-
tribution lie at values of ΨX above the reference lines. Based
on the drop-off in  for XUV fluxes below 0.1 erg s−1 cm−2,
fluences below the line for the Martian atmosphere are un-
likely to correspond any longer to the values of Mlost on the
lower x−axis.
The effect can also be broken down by mass and red-
shift. Figure 4 shows the fraction of stars at a given halo
mass (in a given component at a given redshift) for each of
the three reference quantities of mass loss. Graphically one
can imagine that these lines are where the cumulative dis-
tribution functions (CDFs) computed from Figure 3 cross
the vertical reference lines of that figure. Although the ef-
fect is slightly different at different redshifts, the trend from
Figure 4 is quite clear: planets in higher-mass galaxies are
more likely to be subject to high XUV fluences. This is a
consequence of the black hole masses in these galaxies grow-
ing super-linearly with stellar mass (since the bulge-to-total
ratio increases), but the effective radii growing at a much
more modest rate.
The redshift dependence, shown in Figure 5, is much
less dramatic. In each mass bin, shown by the non-solid
lines, there tends to be a moderate decrease in the influ-
ence of XUV radiation at lower redshifts. This is the result
of the increase in effective radius for galaxies at low red-
shift. However, over the whole mass range considered (the
solid lines), the trend is reversed. Except at the very lowest
redshifts, the fraction of stars in the universe subject to high
XUV radiation increases with time. This apparent paradox
is merely the result of the increasing characteristic mass of
the halo mass function – in other words, at low z, high-mass
galaxies become more common, and these are the galaxies
where the largest fraction of stars are subject to high XUV
fluences.
4 THE INFLUENCE OF NON-CIRCULAR
ORBITS
Implicit in the calculations presented in the previous sec-
tion is that the stars follow roughly circular orbits, so that
their current radii are representative of their typical radii.
In other words, we assumed that when computing the flu-
ence ΨX =
∫
LX/(4pir
2)dt, the r2 factor could be taken
out of the integral. This is likely to be a good approxima-
tion in the disk components of galaxies, modulo the issue
of stellar migration (e.g. Sellwood & Binney 2002), but in
spheroidal systems where the velocity distribution is often
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. The halo mass-dependence of the XUV fluence distribution. Each line corresponds to the fraction of stars at a given halo mass
that are subject to at least enough XUV fluence to remove the given reference mass from their atmospheres. The line colors correspond
to the reference masses displayed as vertical lines in Figure 2 and 3. The line styles correspond to different redshifts. Higher mass galaxies
have a larger fraction of their stars subject to any given minumum XUV fluence.
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Figure 5. The redshift dependence of the XUV fluence distribution. Each line shows the fraction of stars at a given redshift subject to
at least enough XUV fluence to remove the reference masses (denoted by different colors) from the atmosphere of a planet. The solid
lines show the fraction over all galaxies, while the dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted lines show the redshift dependence over narrow fixed
ranges of halo mass. At lower redshifts, a higher proportion of the total population of stars is found in higher-mass galaxies, so while
at any given mass fewer stars are subject to a given XUV fluence, over time more planets are influenced by XUV radiation from their
supermassive black hole.
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closer to isotropic, stars can easily traverse substantially dif-
ferent radii over the course of a single orbit.
To get an idea for the order of magnitude of this effect,
we examine orbits in the Hernquist potential we adopted in
the previous section for the density distribution of spheroidal
systems. For each orbit, we compute the ratio of
∫ t0
0
r−2dt
to r−20 t0, where r0 is the particle’s initial radius. The latter
quantity is proportional to the fluence if the particle is on
a circular orbit at radius r0, while the former is the anal-
ogous quantity taking into account the fact that particle’s
radius changes over time. The ratio is therefore equal to
ΨX/ΨX,circ, the actual fluence over the fluence assuming a
circular orbit.
We compute this distribution using a Monte Carlo
method. In particular, we draw a large number of particles
at random from the 6D phase space density f of the system,
and integrate them forward in time for 40Myr. During the
integrations, in addition to the particle’s state, we integrate
r−2dt to obtain the numerator of the ratio defined above.
We draw particles from the phase space density in three
steps. First, the particle’s radius is drawn from the proba-
bility density 4pir2ρ/Mtot. Since ρ has a particularly simple
form for the Hernquist profile, this equation can be easily
integrated and inverted to solve for r as a function of the
CDF, making it trivial to draw a random value of r with the
inverse CDF method. Once r = r0 is known, we draw the
magnitude of the velocity from the conditional probability
density
p(v|r) ≡ p(v, r)
p(r)
=
4pir24piv2f
4pir2ρ
(15)
Once again we have made use of the spherical symmetry
to integrate out the spatial angles, and similarly we assume
the velocity is isotropic to integrate out the velocity angles.
Note that f is normalized such that fd3~xd3~v is the mass,
as opposed to the probability, contained in the differential
6D volume about a given point. For a given r and v, this
expression can be evaluated analytically using the expression
from Hernquist (1990) for f as a function of the energy per
unit mass E = (1/2)v2+φ(r) where φ(r) = GM/(r+a) is the
gravitational potential. Note that E is strictly a function of r
and v. We sample from p(v|r) using rejection sampling from
a uniform distribution, making use of the fact that p(v|r) is
a broad distribution, and there is a finite range of allowed
velocities, namely 0 < v <
√
2GMtot/(r + a), for which a
star is bound. Finally, the star can be assigned a velocity
vector ~v by drawing a random point from the surface of the
unit sphere, again by the assumption of isotropy.
Once the star’s initial radius and velocity vector are
chosen, we immediately know the star’s specific energy (as
in the previous paragraph) and initial specific angular mo-
mentum L = r(vx + vy) where, because of the spherical
symmetry, without loss of generality we have assumed that
the star lies on the z-axis. On timescales similar to or shorter
than the dynamical time, as is the case for our integration,
E and L are constants. We can therefore compute r as a
function of time by integrating
dr
dt
= vr = ±
√
2(E − φ(r))− L
2
r2
. (16)
The two solutions correspond to the particle moving inward
and outward along its orbit. In order to choose the correct
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Figure 6. The probability distribution of fractional fluence en-
hancements relative to the case of circular orbits. The vertical
dashed line shows ΨX/ΨX,circ = 1, corresponding to no enhance-
ment of the fluence relative to the case of circular orbits. Each
color from red to blue shows a different bulge mass from 108M
to 1012M in steps of 2 dex. There is a narrow peak containing
about 5% of the mass at ΨX/ΨX,circ = 1 for stars that happen
to be near circular orbits. Excluding this peak, the remainder of
the distribution is approximately fit by a log-normal, shown as a
gray dashed line. Fluences are likely to be enhanced by a factor of
50% with deviations up to ΨX/ΨX,circ = 4 and down to a fluence
decrease of a factor of two. There is only subtle dependence on
bulge mass over the four orders of magnitude included here.
root, we flag the initial sign of vr as determined by the initial
draw of the velocity, and we change the sign when the argu-
ment of the square root becomes negative. In this unphysical
regime, we evaluate the square root using the absolute value
of the argument, and the particle quickly re-enters the phys-
ically allowed region. We verify that the distribution of r for
a large sample of these particles agrees with the analytic
distribution both in the initial conditions and after the 40
Myr evolution.
The result of this calculation is shown in Figure 6 for
masses between 108M and 1012M, and a’s set accord-
ing to the median of the distribution for quenched galax-
ies in equation (13). Although there is a narrow peak at
ΨX/ΨX,circ = 1 containing about 5% of the stars, the full
distribution is much broader, with a distribution reasonably
fit by a log-normal with median log10 ΨX/ΨX,circ ≈ 0.18
and width 0.43 dex. The distribution is also roughly inde-
pendent of mass. Qualitatively, the distribution of ΨX itself
is so broad that the additional width introduced by the effect
of non-radial orbits is not likely to be important.
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5 IMPLICATIONS FOR HABITABILITY
The habitability of any given planet is complex and time-
dependent. In some sense, one must understand the planet’s
climate over Gyr timescales where there are many more un-
knowns than in terrestrial climate science – the planet’s
mass, spin, inclination, period, surface configuration, atmo-
spheric composition and pressure, and so forth (see section
4.1 of Shields et al. 2016, and references therein). In this
section we shall nonetheless comment on a few aspects of
habitability implied by our results.
5.1 Galactic Habitable Zones
For many readers, our results may be reminiscent of the
concept of the galactic habitable zone (Gonzalez et al. 2001;
Lineweaver et al. 2004; Forgan et al. 2017; Spitoni et al.
2017). Just as each star has a circumstellar habitable zone,
a set of planetary orbits that are likely to admit stable cli-
mates with liquid water at the surface (Kopparapu et al.
2013), it has been suggested that each galaxy has a partic-
ular range of radii where life is more likely to develop. In
most formulations, it is assumed that the metallicity of the
gas from which a planetary system forms must be in a cer-
tain range near the solar value. This supposition is based
on the fact that terrestrial planets form from heavy ele-
ments, so planets are more likely to form when the metallic-
ity is higher. If the metallicity is too high, planet formation
may make gas giants more common, leading to the ejection
of many terrestrial planets (e.g. Barclay et al. 2017). Sup-
positions about habitability based on metallicity are quite
speculative, since observationally there is no indication of
any dependence of terrestrial planet frequency on metal-
licity (Buchhave et al. 2012; Schlaufman 2015). There is a
well-known correlation between metallicity and gas giant fre-
quency (Fischer & Valenti 2005), but the consequences for
habitability are unclear.
Another key component of galactic habitable zones is
the proximity of the planet to supernovae and gamma-ray
bursts. Most stellar explosions occur in proportion to the
star formation rate averaged over at least 40 Myr timescales,
so the centers of galaxies, particularly near z = 2 are sup-
posed to be particularly dangerous (Lineweaver et al. 2004)
though the absolute normalization of the effect, i.e. the ex-
act probability that a supernova at a given distance will
render a planet uninhabitable, is quite uncertain. A useful
starting point is the computation by Gehrels et al. (2003),
which examines the effects on Earth’s atmosphere by run-
ning a global circulation model coupled to a photochemical
network. The primary effect of a supernova according to this
result is the production of odd nitrogen molecules (namely a
single nitrogen paired with some number of oxygen atoms),
which catalyze the destruction of ozone. The magnitude of
the effect is such that a supernova at ∼ 8 pc would cause
order unity destruction of the Earth’s ozone layer over a
multi-year period. Although this would undoubtedly cause
damage to Earth’s current biosphere, it is less clear that it
would render the Earth uninhabitable, much less a generic
terrestrial planet, whose atmospheric chemistry and thick-
ness may be substantially different.
The mechanism we discuss in this work, namely the
loss of substantial atmospheric mass due to winds driven by
XUV radiation from AGN, is arguably a much stronger and
more robust effect than the ozone destruction by supernovae
typically considered. However, it is unclear whether the lev-
els of mass loss we find in this paper are in fact destructive
for life. A useful comparison is Proxima Centauri b, whose
host star is prone to X-ray flares, and is therefore likely to
have experienced a large fluence of high-energy radiation
over the course of its life. In spite of this substantial mass
loss, there are many scenarios (Ribas et al. 2016; Barnes
et al. 2016) where the planet retains substantial volatiles.
On the other hand, it has recently been shown (Jakosky
et al. 2017) that mass loss from the Martian atmosphere
(through a different mechanism) was likely responsible for a
dramatic change in character of the planet, from temperate
with substantial liquid water on the surface, to the current
cold dusty planet where nearly all of the water near the
surface is frozen. It is likely that two different planets sub-
ject to the same atmospheric mass loss will experience dra-
matically different climate and habitability effects, ranging
from negligible to dramatic. It is also possible that atmo-
spheric mass loss may increase the habitability of a planet,
if the planet initially forms with a substantial hydrogen at-
mosphere (Luger et al. 2015).
5.2 Implications for Earth
As shown in Table 1, the high-energy flux at Earth’s cur-
rent distance from the Milky Way’s central supermassive
black hole is small, even if Sgr A∗ were emitting an unob-
scured Eddington luminosity. It follows that even though
there are multiple lines of evidence pointing to recent ac-
cretion events (Su et al. 2010; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2013;
Churazov et al. 2017), planets in the solar system itself have
probably never been subject to this particular mechanism
of mass loss. There is at least one caveat to this conclusion,
however. While stars in disk galaxies typically follow circular
orbits, they may be perturbed when they pass through res-
onances with spiral arms or bars (Sellwood & Binney 2002).
Simulations show that the metallicity distribution function
of the Milky Way has properties (in particular skewness)
consistent with a substantial fraction of stars in the outer
disk having experienced migration (Loebman et al. 2016).
In fact, the high measured metallicity of Alpha Centauri
has led Barnes et al. (2016) to suggest that the system has
migrated outwards by at least 3.5 kpc. The Sun may have
experienced such a process, but it is also quite consistent
with having been born near its current galactocentric radius
(Allende Prieto et al. 2004). Given the mass of Sgr A∗, and
using ΨX ∼ 1017erg cm−2 in Equation (5), planets in the
Milky Way are only likely to be affected if their stars orbit
within ∼ 0.1 kpc of the galactic center. It follows that even
planets in the Alpha Centauri system, where there is evi-
dence for substantial past radial migration, are unlikely to
have been affected by mass loss due to XUV irradiation by
Sgr A∗.
Another possibility arises during the course of a merger
between two galaxies. Each one initially contains a black
hole at its center. Over time, the black holes will be driven
to the center of the post-merger galaxy by dynamical fric-
tion (Begelman et al. 1980; Kelley et al. 2017) on a timescale
comparable to the dynamical time. During this phase, if the
black holes are actively accreting, they could essentially ex-
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tend the reach of their XUV radiation far beyond the center
of the galaxy. There are numerous examples of pairs of AGN
on kpc scales (Fu et al. 2012; McGurk et al. 2015; Comer-
ford et al. 2015). If the black holes are no more likely than
usual to be active as they settle to the center of the galaxy,
then the small quasar duty cycle would suggest that this is
a minor effect. However, mergers are exactly when the black
holes may be most likely to be active. Even so, the effect
of these off-center AGN is not likely to be larger than the
central AGN simply because the stellar density at the center
of the galaxy is larger than in its outskirts.
Another aspect of mergers is the rearrangement of stel-
lar orbits. Although the Milky Way likely has not had a
substantial merger in the past 10 Gyr (Stewart et al. 2008),
it is destined to merge with Andromeda in a few Gyr (Cox &
Loeb 2008; Sohn et al. 2012; van der Marel et al. 2012). Sim-
ulations with orbital parameters consistent with constraints
on the relative motion of the Milky Way and Andromeda
predict that the merger remnant will be a large elliptical
galaxy. The simulations also predict the distribution of final
orbits for stars at similar present-day galactocentric radius
to the sun. These stars are predicted to have substantially
larger semimajor axes than ∼ 8 kpc (van der Marel et al.
2012), suggesting once again that solar system planets are
unlikely to ever face enough XUV radiation from a super-
massive black hole to harm their atmospheres.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have brought together three different as-
trophysical subjects: the accretion history of supermassive
black holes, the spatial distribution of stars in galaxies,
and the erosion of planetary atmospheres. We assumed that
most galaxies in the universe have a supermassive black hole
which has grown largely through the direct accretion of gas,
largely over a small number of instances where the accre-
tion luminosity reaches the Eddington limit for a short time,
about 40 Myr. Next, we followed observational relationships
between stellar and halo mass, bulge to total ratio, the spa-
tial sizes of the bulge and disk, and black hole mass. From
these two sets of assumptions, we can compute the PDF
of XUV fluences to which random stars in the universe are
subject by adding up the analytically-determined PDFs as-
sociated with individual stellar components. The scatter in
each observational relation is included by a Monte Carlo
method, in which the sum is carried out over many draws
from each distribution.
The atmospheric mass loss PDF can be computed at
a variety of epochs, and the contribution to the PDF from
bulges vs. disks, and from different ranges of halo mass can
be tracked as well. We have found that the largest fluences
are contributed by the highest-mass halos, which have the
largest black holes, but not dramatically larger spatial sizes.
The PDF changes relatively little across cosmic time be-
cause, although galaxies at a given mass are growing in spa-
tial size, the increasing contribution of higher halo masses
as the characteristic halo mass increases largely cancels out
the effect. In the end the XUV fluence from supermassive
black holes is appreciably higher in the spheroidal compo-
nents of galaxies, and depends strongly on galaxy mass, but
only weakly on redshift.
The XUV fluence can be directly related to the mass of
atmosphere lost by a planet of a given density over a range
of about 4 orders of magnitude in fluence. Using this trans-
lation, we find that a substantial fraction of planets in the
universe may have lost potentially non-negligible quantities
of atmosphere (see Figure 5). In particular, about 50% of
all planets in the universe may lose the equivalent of a Mar-
tian atmosphere, 10% may lose an Earth’s atmosphere, and
0.2% may lose the mass of Earth’s oceans. Although ulti-
mately the effect on habitability is uncertain, we note that
the damage inflicted to planetary atmospheres by XUV irra-
diation from black holes may be substantially greater than
what some past works have assumed would render the Earth
uninhabitable.
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APPENDIX A: HABITABLE ZONES AROUND
COMPACT OBJECTS
The first exoplanets ever discovered were found orbiting a
millisecond pulsar (Wolszczan & Frail 1992), and the case
for searching for planetary transits around X-ray binaries
has recently been made by Imara & Di Stefano (2017). The
influence of XUV radiation of such sources on nearby planets
is therefore an interesting question. In particular, how much
damage is inflicted on the atmosphere of a planet in the
habitable zone of an object emitting high energy radiation?
Since the location of the habitable zone is, to a first ap-
proximation, just set by the bolometric flux the planet re-
ceives, the corresponding XUV flux is just the fraction of the
bolometric luminosity emitted in high-energy radiation, ηX ,
times the flux corresponding to habitability. For reference,
the bolometric flux at Earth is FE = 1.4×107erg cm−2 s−1.
For ηX >∼ 10−3, we are well within the regime where the mass
loss scales as F
1/2
X instead of directly with FX . Following
the results of Bolmont et al. (2017), we will reduce  by√
FX/103 erg/cm2/s, in which case the mass lost over a pe-
riod of 1 Gyr is
Mlost = 7.7× 1025 g
(
ηX
0.1
Fbol
FE
)1/2
t0
1 Gyr
(A1)
It follows that for planets around such objects, water may
be liquid on their surfaces, but it is unlikely to remain there
for very long.
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